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Abstract
A 15 year old ambidextrous patient presented with left temporoparietal lesions after head trauma. Seizures associated with visual hallucinations of written words arose six months later. Electroencephalography showed spike and wave complexes with phase opposition over the left parietal area. On MRI a post-traumatic porencephalic lesion was seen in area 7 and the superior part of area 39 of Brodmann; on T2 sequences, it was surrounded by a hyperecho predominating in the inferior part of the parietal lobe and extending in the posteroseternal temporal cortex. This first description of hallucinations of written words raises the possibility of the presence, in the temporoparietal cortex, of specific representations (“lexicon”) of corresponding information.

Case report
A 15 year old French ambidextrous boy (12/24 on the Oldfield scale) who was a top grade student, had a head injury on 9 June 1987. He initially presented with reactive coma (Glasgow coma scale 10) and mild right sided motor deficit. Computed tomography showed left parietal haemorrhage. After the disappearance of the coma state, examination on the 10th day showed a severe communication disorder concerning verbal and written messages.

On entering the rehabilitation centre, 20 days later, the patient showed severe intellectual slowness. He was virtually mute and hardly executed simple orders. He was also severely apractic in daily life. Light motor and sensory deficits were seen; they disappeared in a few months. His visual field was clinically normal.

Language and cognitive rehabilitation were actively followed during six months in hospital. Recovery was rapid but there were severe difficulties in word finding and paraphasias (verbal and phonemic), without anarthria. The language therapist noted important facilitation of oral and written evocation of words when the patient had just called to mind the written image of these words (verbal naming of images: of 22 with three semantic and four phonemic paraphasias; no facilitation by giving the first phone; 10 of 22 with facilitation by the evocation of the written image of the word). This strategy was then systematically used in rehabilitation, firstly in naming and then in spontaneous speech. The patient acquired the habit of using it in daily life. When discharged (January 1988), discrete word finding difficulties, rare morphological or phonemic paraphasias, paraphasias, and graphia, and mild impairment of comprehension of complex oral and written sentences persisted. Subvocal and spatial acalculia, and secondary stage ideomotor apraxia had disappeared. Verbal IQ was 81 and performance IQ 89 (WISC-R). Speech rehabilitation was continued at home for two years.

School attendance was resumed in
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September 1989, with serious learning difficulties. When evaluated in February 1991, verbal IQ was 79 and performance IQ 107 (WAIS-R[^14]). Learning was more deficient with verbal (49-5, battery 144 of Signoret[^15]; normal 63-76 (8-48)) than visuospatial material (54-0; normal 64-50 (7-16)). In 1993, the French version of the Boston diagnostic aphasia examination[^16] showed a mild understanding deficit for complex oral and written sentences and low performance on categorial evocation (animals: 10/min). The Wisconsin card sorting test[^17] was normal.

Epileptic seizures occurred from November 1987, with a mean frequency of one every three months. They were stereotyped and perceived by the family members as a brief loss of contact for 30 to 40 seconds. The patient later described perception of objects (familiar or not) or of isolated words, written in black letters. These simple words could refer to animals ("chameau": camel) or objects ("ciseaux": scissors; "magnétophone": tape recorder; "voiture": car); they had often been used during the few hours before seizure onset. He never perceived isolated letters or associated words. Aphasia was generally worse for one or two hours after the seizure. EEG showed ample delta waves over the left anterior parietal and posterior temporal areas. On one of them a single spike and wave discharge spontaneously occurred, with phase opposition centred in the left inferior parietal lobe. Treatment with carbamazepine (600 mg per day) was started and the seizures disappeared.

Magnetic resonance imaging was performed in 1991, (Gyroscan (Philips)) with 6-5 mm thick scanner slices. Axial slices, per-

Figure 1  T2 sequences on MRI. Parietal porencephalic cavity and perilesional hyperecho in the subcortical white matter, temporal cortex and external occipital cortex.
formed in the CA-CP plane with T2 sequences (TR 2700; TE 95), were analysed by comparison with the Talairach and Tournoux atlas. A porencephalic cavity was seen in the lower portion of area 7 and in the upper part of area 39 of Brodmann (fig 1); a hyperecho was noted in the surrounding cortical areas, over (5) and principally above (39, 40) the main lesion, as well as in the subcortical white matter; a more discrete hyperecho was noted in the middle part of the external temporal gyri and in the external occipital area. These lesions were later reconstructed on a lateral view of the brain (fig 2). Other lobes and the diencephalon were preserved. Cerebral blood flow was measured in 1993 with single photon emission CT and inhalation of xenon-133 (Tomomatic 564, Medimatic, Copenhagen). There was a severe reduction in blood flow in the superior parietal area as well as in the temporal area of the left hemisphere (fig 3).

**Discussion**

This patient presented, five months after traumatic haemorrhage of the left parietal area, with epileptic seizures associated with complex visual perceptions, one of the most noteworthy manifestations being hallucinations of written words.

At the secondary stage, deficits were close to those found in the temporoparietal syndrome—namely, Wernicke aphasia, acalculia, and ideomotor apraxia. Lesions defined by MRI more severely affected the parietal cortex. Cerebral blood flow was reduced in this area, and also in the adjacent middle temporal and external occipital cortices.

We were unable to find any previous report of such a phenomenon in the literature. Complex visual hallucinations associated with temporal epileptic foci or with the temporal diffusion of seizures arising from occipital areas most often consist of scenes, faces, or objects. Illusion of familiarity and experien- cial phenomena would be associated with spreading of the epileptic activity from the temporal neocortex to the limbic area. If written messages, letters, and later words are analysed in the occipital and posterior tempo-occipital areas, it seems surprising that visual hallucinations with such materials have never before been reported. Word hallucinations in this patient could be related to seizure discharge in an area corresponding to the site of the cortical representa- tion of the perceptive lexicon for written words. Such an orthographic lexicon has been suggested in cognitive psychology, and would be an essential element of the various models that have been proposed. It has, furthermore, been suggested that it could be different for reading and spelling. In terms of structure-activity relations, it has been sug-gested by Dejerine that a centre for visual images of words is localised in the left angular gyrus (area 39 of Brodmann). This idea was widely accepted until recently, as most patients with “alexia and agraphia” also had restricted lesions of this cortical area. Recent work with PET and cognitive brain activation techniques in normal subjects have, however, brought arguments for localisation of the lexicon for written words in the medial extrastriate cortex or in the posterior part
of the left middle temporal gyrus,27 and of the corresponding lexicon for spoken word recognition in the left superior and middle temporal gyri.27

The present case brings complementary arguments for a localisation in the inferior parietal or superior temporal cortex: this structure was indeed situated above the paracentral lesion and ECG recording suggested that the epileptic focus was located in this cortical area. Closer relations between epileptic discharges and characteristics of the visual hallucinations are, however, questionable, as scalp recording did not allow a clear description of the diffusion of the seizures. A feeling of familiarity described by the patient furthermore suggested diffusion toward limbic areas.20

The facilitating part of the procedure used in language therapy merits discussion. During the first months after head trauma, the facilitation of spoken and written lexical production by previous internal evocation of the written form of the word suggested that this patient had a relatively preserved access to the lexicon for written words (orthographic lexicon).2324 Such a mental operation was theoretically possible if the associated cortical structures were intact, justified by the fact that the main lesions were in the superior parietal area. The onset of the particular characteristics of the epileptic manifestations that the patient reported seem to have been favoured by his recent experiences. One hypothesis could be that rehabilitation had promoted functional "hyperactivity" in these lexicon representations or have facilitated their accessibility.
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